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The 'rigid' crystalline model for poly(ethylene terephthalate) is not wholly 
consistent with the infra-red spectra of PET and model compounds, including 
polarized spectra in the far infra-red (600--20 cm-1). The resalts indicate that the 
extent of rotation of the glycol fragment about the terephthalate framework 
in the PET crystal appears to be greater than in the above model. The space 
group P1-is, however, conserved. There appears to be more rotational hin- 
drance in the crystal than in the amorphous polymer about the --CH~--O--- 
and ---C--O-- bonds and the existence of the discrete trans and gauche glycol 
configurations has been confirmed. The degree of crystallinity of PET is 
correlated with the trans glycol residue and a planar terephthalate framework. 
Conversely the amorphous content is correlated with the gauche form of the 
glycol residue and an accompanying distortion of the terephthalate framework 
from V~ to C~ symmetry. Assignments for the vibrational modes of the tereph- 
thalate framework have been made on the basis of V n and C2~ symmetries for 
the trans and gauche isomers in PET, respectively, using information from the 
related poly(cyclohexane-l,4-dimethylene terephthalate). The assignments of 
the vibrational modes for the ethylene glycol fragment on the basis of C2n 
symmetry (.trans isomer) and C a symmetry (gauche isomer) are also given 
together with assignments for the principal stretching, deformation and 
torsional modes of the backbone chain for each configuration. These are 

found to be in reasonable agreement with calculated values. 

THE spectral change accompanying the drawing of poly(ethylene tereph- 
thalate) (PET) has been attributed 1~ almost entirely to trans--gttuche 
rotational isomerism of the ethylene glycol residue, -43C~2CH20--. Most 
workers assume that the intensity variations of many of the bands in PET 
upon crystallization are due to the change from the predominantly trans 
configuration of the highly crystalline material to the predominantly gauche 
configuration of the amorphous polymer. However, the related polymer 
trans-poly(cyclohexane-l ,4-dimethylene terephthalate) (PCHT) which does 
not possess the glycol residue, contains bands common to PET which 
change in intensity upon crystallization. It seems unlikely that rotational 
isomerism of the glycol residue is wholly responsible for these changes in 
PET. The terephthalate framework, which is common to PET and PCHT, 
contributes most of the absorption bands of direct crystal or amorphous 
origin. This is attributed to the departure of the framework from planarity 
in the amorphous regions of the polymer as otherwise these bands would 
be expected to remain unaffected by the amorphous to crystalline transition. 

Previous studies on PET in the infra-red ~-7 have attempted to elucidate 
the changes occurring in the conventional region of the spectrum as a result 
of deuteration and crystallization, and only partial assignments of the vibra- 
tional spectrum of the polymer repeat unit have been attempted 5,~. In this 
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investigation a more thorough assignment of the repeat unit has been made 
with the aid of the polarized far infra-red measurements, and the skeletal 
deformation and torsional modes have been assigned. This has in turn 
enabled a more complete interpretation to be made of the change in spectral 
behaviour of the polymer upon orientation and crystallization. In order to 
assist in making assignments, various model compounds have been exam- 
ined throughout the infra-red region. The following types of PET were 
examined as thin films: (1) amorphous, (2) uniaxially oriented and heat 
treated, (3) uniaxially oriented but not heat treated, (4) doubly oriented 
and heat treated, and (5) doubly oriented but not heat treated. The 
instruments used were: (0 Grubb Parsons double-beam prism and grating 
spectrometers 'GS-3' and 'Spectromaster' (5000-500 cm-1), (iO Grubb 
Parsons 'DM-4' far infra-red double-beam grating spectrometer (500-200 
cm-1), and (iiO Grubb Parsons-NPL interferometric spectrometers (single- 
beam) of both 3 in. and 5 in. diameter optics (400-20 cm-1). 

The oriented films 20-100/xm thick, were examined between 5 000-500 
cm -1 with polarized radiation produced from a silver chloride pile-of-plate 
transmission polarizer, consisting of six AgC1 sheets (thickness 0.010 in.) 
set at the Brewster angle of 64 °. Polarized far infra-red radiation (500-20 
cm -1) was produced from a pile-of-plate polyethylene transmission polarizer. 
In order to compensate for the appreciably polarized radiation produced 
from each instrument, the principal stretching axis of each sample, having 
been detected with the aid of an optical polarizing microscope, was aligned 
and fixed at 45 o to the spectrometer slit. The polarizer was then rotated so 
that the electric vector of the radiation incident on the film was in turn 
parallel and perpendicular to the axis of orientation of the film sample. 
Since the films could not readily be studied in projections parallel to the 
plane of the sheets the orientation studies were confined to only two of the 
three principal axes, namely the axis of stretching and the axis perpendi- 
cular to the orientation axis in the plane of the film. Studies of the far infra- 
red absorption about the axis mutually perpendicular to the principal 
stretching axis and the plane of the film using both the tilting method and 
the microspectroscopic technique have not yet been carried out due to 
experimental difficulties. Tadokoro et al. 8 have used the latter techniques 
to examine the dichroism of drawn PET in the conventional infra-red. 

Selected far infra-red transmission filters 9 and beam splitters of doubly 
oriented PET of various thicknesses were employed in the interferometer~ 
to enable the entire frequency range of interest (400-20 cm -1) to be exam- 
ined to the best advantage. The spectra were computed from the interfero- 
grams (IBM 1120). The resulting spectra were accurate to within one per 
cent transmittance and the errors in the frequency were less than 2 em -1, 
but some of the far infra-red bands are so broad that the uncertainty in 
choosing the origin is several times this amount. 

In all the PET samples examined the effects of drawing and heat treat- 
merit were most apparent in the far infra-red spectral region, resulting in 
significant shifts in frequency and changes in intensity in many of the 
bands. The results of the far infra-red studies are summarized in Table 5. 
The corresponding conventional infra-red spectra show far fewer changes~ 
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Figure/--Effect of drawing and heat treatment on the far infra-red spectrum of 
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and the results are summarized in Table 6. Figure 1 shows the far infra- 
red spectra of amorphous P E T  and of amorphous P E T  which has been 
.subsequently drawn in one direction and annealed at 180°C. 

Figure 2 shows the changes produced in the far infra-red spectrum of 
amorphous P E T  film due to cold drawing alone and Figure 3 shows the 
,effect of subsequent heat treatment at 180°C on the far infra-red spectrum 
of  this cold drawn P E T  film. Figure 4 illustrates the pronounced changes 
which occur in the infra-red spectrum of the one-way drawn heat-treated 
film upon biaxial (plane) orientation and Figure 5 shows the effect of 
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annealing a biaxially oriented (cold drawn) P E T  film on the far  infra-red 
spectrum. The polarized far  infra-red spectra of  uniaxially oriented (cold 
drawn) and heat-treated P E T  have been published elsewhere l°. 

M O D E L  C O M P O U N D S  
The  model  compounds  studied as an aid to the structural analysis of P E T  751 
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included terephthalic acid, ethylene glycol, ethylene glycol dibenzoate, 
1,6-hexanediol dibenzoate, 

o 

II HO--CH2--CH2--O-- C - ~ ~  

bis-/3-hydroxyethyl terepbthalate, and 

o 

II C--O--CH2~CH2--OH 

o o o o 

II II II II 

ethylene glycol terephthalate 'oligomer'. 

Samples of the model compounds obtained under various conditions of 
crystallization and in solution in suitable solvents were examined in the 
region 5 000-500 cm -1 in potassium bromide and, where possible, as. crystal- 
line deposits on a potassium .bromide window. In the far infra-red the 
compounds were investigated as finely ground dispersions in 'Rigidex' 
polyethylene discs, as Nujol mulls and as crystalline deposits on polyethyl- 
ene substrates. The infra-red spectra of some of these compounds in the 
solid state were found to vary according to the conditions of crystalliza- 
tion. The spectra of the compounds in solution are virtually the same as 
those of the molten state ~. The infra-red spectrum of amorphous P ET  film 
is very similar to the spectrum of the molten polymer s . 

The infra-red spectra and band assignments of the model compounds 
for P E T  are summarized in Table 7. 
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P R E D I C T E D  S P E C T R U M  OF P O L Y ( E T H Y L E N E  
T E . R E P H T H A L A T E )  

Before any vibrational assignments of the polymer can be attempted it is 
necessary to predict the number of normal modes of vibration and their 
associated activity in the polymer repeat unit 

O O 

--O--CH2--CH2--O--C-~ C-- 

for a specific configuration. To achieve this the local symmetries of portions 
of the repeat unit must be considered. On the basis of the results of Bunn 
et al. 11, for the structure of crystalline PET, the factor group or unit cell 
group is isomorphic with the point group C~. Consideration of the unit cell 
on the basis of C, symmetry is not helpful in interpreting the spectrum of 
PET ~. However, if the two fragments 

- -O- -CHr-CH~- -O- -  and 

0 0 

which make up the unit cell are considered separately, the results are much 
more informative. This approximate method for treating the spectra of 
high polymers has been applied successfully to a number of polymers ran. 

T H E  N O R M A L  M O D E S  O F  V I B R A T I O N  O F  T H E  

O O 

O O 
II II 

The terephthalate fragment --C--C4H~--C-- is expected to have (3N-6),  
i.e. (42-  6), normal modes of vibrati~. Of these 36 f~damentals, 24 are 

O O 
II II 

skeletal modes involving essentially vibrations of the ---C--C4----C-- frame- 
work, and the 12 remaining modes are due to motions of the hydrogen 

O O 
II II 

atoms moving with respect to an essentially rigid - - C ~ - -  fram~- 
work. Of the 24 skeletal modes, six will be due to the motion of the oxygen 
atoms moving with respect to a rigid - - C ~ - - C - -  framework, involving 
essentially the stretching of the G O  bond, Vc~o (two modes due to 
in-phase and out-of-phase ~ stretching), and parallel and perpendicular 
motion of the oxygen atoms with respect to the plane of the benzene ring. 
(There will be two parallel ~ deformation modes, cOo=o ( ~ O  wag- 
Ring), and two perpendicular ~ deformation modes, ~=o (C=O 
rocking modes), respectively. The remaining 18 skeletal modes will consist 
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O O 
II H 

of internal motions of the --C----~---C-- framework, in which the 
groups move as a unit. 

O O 
II II 

If it is assumed that the ---C---C~Hr--C-- framework is planar, and that 
it has a centre of symmetry as the X-ray diffraction analysis ~x suggests, 
then the fragment will possess Vh (i.e. D~) symmetry. In this case the axis 
through the para substituents is taken as the y axis, and the axis perpen- 
dicular to the plane of the benzene ring as the z axis. All 36 modes transform 
according to the characters of the eight irreducible representations for Vh 
symmetry, summarized in Table 1. These 36 normal modes are then found 
to divide as follows : 

7Ao + 6B~o + 1B2o + 4B30 + 2A~ + 4Bz~ + 6B2~ + 6B3. 

in which the Ag, Big, B~ and B3o modes are only active in the Raman effect. 
The A~ modes are inactive in both effects. The Bz~, B2= and B3~ modes are 
active only in the infra-red. The numbering and description of the approxi- 
mate motions of the 36 normal modes under Vh symmetry are given in 
Table 9. 

As already stated, the X-ray diffraction analysis ~ indicated a slight 

departure from planarity of the [ ~ ~) ] framework. The most 
L--C--C~,--C~ J 

likely symmetry of the non-planar terephthalate framework will be C2~, in 
which the single twofold rotation axis of the fragment will be the z axis 
which is perpendicular to the plane of the benzene ring. On reduction to C2. 
symmetry from the Vh configuration, which involves the loss of the two 
twofold rotation axes C2 (x) and C2 (y) and the o-(xy) plane due to non- 
planarity, the 36 normal modes of the terephthalate framework, according 
to the characters for C2~ symmetry given in Table 2, divide as follows: 

11AI+ 8A2 + 7B1 + 10Bs 

where the Ax, B~ and B~ species are active in both the Raman and infra-red 
effects, the A2 species being active only in the Raman. The correlations 
between the corresponding modes of the Vh and C2~ symmetry species are 
given in Tables 2 and 9. It is to be noted that on the basis of Vh symmetry 
for a planar terephthalate framework, only 16 of the 36 fundamental 
modes will be infra-red active. In C~, symmetry, however,'28 of the 36 
normal modes will be active in the infra-red. Since the departure from 
planarity is known to be only slight in highly crystalline PET, the Ag, B2g 
and B3a species, which are the infra-red inactive modes of Vn symmetry, 
and which become the infra-red active Az, B~ and B~ modes of C~, symmetry 
(Table 9), are expected to occur as extremely weak bands in the infra-red 
spectrum of highly oriented, crystalline specimens of PET. 
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In amorphous regions of the polymer, however, the strict selection rules 
for V~ symmetry are likely to break down. This would occur when the two 

groups are no longer strictly related by a centre of symmetry, due to 
departure from planarity of the terephthalate framework, and a significant 
reduction to C~ symmetry would be expected. In highly oriented crystalline 
polymer the restraining influence of the crystal field effect is expected to be 
considerable, and since the molecule would be virtually fully extended along 
the fibre axis the relatively high symmetry of the near-planar terephthaiate 
fragment 11 is understandable. In amorphous regions the restraining influence 
of crystal field effects and selective orientation will be almost totally absent 
and the chain orientation will be completely random with respect to a 
hypothetical fibre axis, and accompanied by multiple chain bending and 
twisting. As a result, the Raman active Ag, B2o and B3o modes of V~ sym- 
metry are expected to appear weakly in amorphous polymer. A significant 
decrease in intensity of such bands would then be expected with increasing 
orientation and crystallinity of the polymer. In Table 9 the suffix 'a' has 
been added to those modes expected to show such 'amorphous' origin. 
Likewise, the infra-red active Blu, B~u and B3~ modes of V~ symmetry are 
likely to decrease in intensity with decreasing crystallinity and orientation. 
Such bands are principally associated with the essentially planar tereph- 
thalate framework and are thus designated 'c' in Table 9 to denote their 
essentially crystalline origin. 

The eight infra-red inactive modes corresponding to the Bxo and A~ 
species of Vh symmetry and the A2 species of C2~ symmetry will not be 
observed in PET. Only a reduction of the symmetry of the terephthalate 
framework to C~ would render the modes active, and this symmetry is not 
considered feasible. 

Frequency notation 
The numbering of the frequencies in benzene given in Table 10 due to 

Pitzer and Scot#, is not current frequency notation and is not strictly 
relevant when applied to the terephthalate framework. The preferred nota- 
tion of Table 9 is in keeping with the current practice of numbering modes 
in order of decreasing frequency within a particular species. The notation 
also facilitates the numbering of all the normal modes of the polymer repeat 
unit, and the skeletal ~dbrations involving chain bending and twisting. 

Also summarized in Table 9 is the predicted infra-red dichroism for each 
infra-red active mode, determined from the group orientation results for 
oriented crystalline PET 5 oft the basis of the X-ray diffraction results n. 
On reduction from a V~ configuration to a C~ configuration the polariza- 
tions are expected to remain as indicated in Table 9, but the extent of the 
polarization will probably vary appreciably between the two configurations. 

A S S I G N M E N T  O F  T H E  N O R M A L  M O D E S  O F  T H E  

F R A G M E N T  

j ir 
- -  C - -  " 
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The preceding section dealt with the prediction of the spectrum of the 
- - - (CO)--C~cl(CO) - -  fragment in PET on the basis of an essentially V~ 
symmetry in fully oriented crystalline polymer, and a significant reduction 
to C~, symmetry in unoriented amorphous polymer, was expected. Examina- 
tion of the spectra has revealed that almost all bands of medium intensity 
observed in the biaxially and uniaxially drawn heat crystallized material 
have medium to very weak counterparts in the spectrum of the amorphous 
polymer, and vice versa, and bands having 'amorphous' or 'crystalline' 
origin could be readily identified. Density measurements show that the 
extent of crystallization in the PET samples examined increased in the 
order: amorphous (p= 1"34 g/cm~)--uniaxially drawn (no heat treatment) 
(p= 1-36 g/cm3)--uniaxially drawn, heat crystallized (p= 1-39-1"40 g/cm3). 
The density of completely crystalline PET at room temperature determined 
by X-ray analysis TM is 1-46 g/cm 3. Consequently very weak bands of amor- 
phous origin occurring in the spectra of the uniaxially drawn samples are 
due to the presence of amorphous material which is known to persist up 
to 40 per cent in heat crystallized unoriented specimens and in PET induced 
to crystallize in solvent, and up to almost 20 per cent in oriented, annealed 
samples 15. Similarly, crystalline bands occurring very weakly in the amor- 
phous film are attributed to the crystalline material formed during cooling. 
Bands of either crystalline or amorphous origin are observed over the entire 
infra-red region of the PET spectrum (Tables 5 and 6). 

Most of the ring vibrations of the terephthalate framework are not likely 
to differ significantly from those observed in benzene. The assignments 
of the normal modes of p-xylene, H3C----C~c---C~ will also act as a guide 
in assigning the normal modes of the fragment [--OC----~H4--CO--]. 

Further information is given by ,the assignments of the corresponding 
'terephthalate' modes in cis- and trans-poly(cyclohexane-l,4-dimethylene 
terephthalate), (PCHT) 

o o H 14 

II l/'l 
which has been examined in the conventional infra-red by Boye TM. This 
structure differs from that of PET in having a cyclohexane ring between 
the two methylene groups of PET. No appreciable frequency shifts from 
those in PET for vl-v86 are expected for this polymer, and the 'tereph- 
thalate' modes common to each polymer are expected to exhibit similar 
origin and polarization. Table 8 lists all the absorption maxima which occur 
at similar frequencies and intensities in both PET and PCHT. Nearly all 
absorptions common to both polymers have the same polarization and show 
the same intensity changes upon crystallization in each case. The majority 
of these common bands can be attributed to the terephthalate framework 
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in both polymers and thus Table 8 is a considerable aid to the assignment [o o] 
of the normal modes of the II II fragment. The structure 

--C---C,q_,---g3-- 

of PCI-IT will be discussed elsewhere. 
Table 9 summarizes the frequencies assigned as normal modes of the 

terephthalate fragment in this investigation in both PET and PCHT and 
Table 10 gives the corresponding values assigned to p-xylene x~ and ben- 
zene 17'1s. The assignment of the normal modes for each symmetry species 
will now be discussed. 

Ao species 
The Au species of V~ symmetry is inactive in the infra-red, but the modes 

are expected to appear weakly in the infra-red on reduction to C2~ sym- 
metry, giving rise to bands of 'amorphous' origin. Consequently, on the 
basis of the model discussed earlier, the bands will be virtually absent in 
highly oriented and crystalline specimens. All the A0 modes are expected 
to exhibit 7r polarization apart from the C----O in-phase stretching vibration 
which will display o- polarization. 

The C H symmetric in-phase stretching mode (v~) is assigned to the 
weak amorphous ¢r band in both polymers at 3 068 cm -1. In benzene and 
p-xylene the mode occurs at 3 062 cm -1. 

The amorphous ¢r band common to PET and PCHT at --, 1 577 cm -t 
is attributed to the C---C symmetric stretching in the benzene ring (v3). 
Corresponding values are, in terephthalic acid, 1 567 cm -1, benzene, 1 596 
cm -1 and p-xylene, 1 616 cm -~. 

The C--(C----O) symmetric in-phase stretching mode is expected in the 
region 1 300-1 400 cm-~; the bond might be expected to display some double 
bond character due to resonance caused by the presence of the carbonyl 
group in conjugation with the aromatic ring, and the frequency is then 
likely to lie midway between that ,for C--C and ~--'~---C. In terephthalic acid 
weak absorption at 1 380 cm -1 is attributed to this bond stretching. The 
only band of definite amorphous origin which can be reasonably assigned 
to v4 is the 7r band common to both polymers at ,-~ 1 370 cm -~. The apparent 
shift of this band upon deuteration of the glycol residue 7 and its subsequent 
assignment to the latter ~ is more complicated than previously supposed 
since the band is resolved into two components at--~ 1 368 and 1 377 cm -~, 
the latter shifting and presumably merging upon deuteration with the strong 
1 335-1 266 cm -1 complex, and the former shifting to --~ 1 380 cm -1. The 
aromatic ring breathing mode (v6) occurs in benzene at 992 eva -~ (v~, Aao). 
The introduction of two methyl groups as para substituents lowers the 
frequency to 826 em -~ in p-xylene. Consequently the weak band observed 
only in the amorphous spectra of both polymers at 810 cm -~, of unknown 
polarization, is tentatively assigned to yr. In terephthalie acid and bis-fl- 
hydroxyethyl terephthalate ('monomer') absorption occurs at 833 and 817 
em -1, which is attributed to the same mode. The medium ¢r band present 
in both polymers at -~ 795 cm -1 is found to decrease very slightly upon 
drawing and crystallization of amorphous specimens. Its intensity in crystal- 
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line specimens of both polymers prevents us from assigning this band to 
v6 (Ao) although it shows the correct parallel dichroism and frequency 
expected for this ring stretching mode. 

The weak amorphous bands at 417 cm -~ in PET and 408 cm -1 (,r) in 
PCHT are tentatively assigned to the ring C - - C - - C  in-plane bending mode 
(vT). In benzene the corresponding mode (v6a, E~g) occurs at 606 cm -~ and 
is lowered to 460 em -~ in p-xylene by the methyl para substituents. In 
terephthalic acid and ethylene glycol dibenzoate similar absorption occurs 
at 409 and 400 em -1 respectively. 

Two modes now remain to be assigned. The very intense o- band at 1 721 
cm -1 will be assigned to v=o=o (out-of-phase) [v~,(B~,)]. The ( 2 = 0  
stretching vibration should exhibit o- polarization. Normally ester 
groups conjugated with aromatic rings absorb strongly at 1 740-1 715 cm-k 
The extent of the coupling between the two carbonyls is likely to be only 
slight but since the planar terephthalate framework is a conjugated system, 
perturbation between the two carbonyls could lower v,o=o (in-phase) signi- 
ficantly. The amorphous o- band at 1 613 cm -1 is then assigned to this mode. 
In terephthalic acid the strong absorption due to v=o=o occurs at 1 672 cm -~ 
and v~c=o is believed to occur at 1 613 cm -~, although it has been tentatively 
assigned to a ring mode TM. The analogy must, nevertheless, be made with 
caution since hydrogen bonding may complicate the system in terephthalic 
acid. A weak band is observed, however, in ethylene glycol terephthalate 
('monomer' and oligomer) at 1 613 cm -1. 

Finally, the C - - H  in-plane bending mode, us, is expected in the region 
1 100-1 200 cm -x. In benzene the mode (vgA, E2o) is believed to occur at 
1 178 cm -~ and in p-xylene at 1 182 cm -1. v5 is therefore assigned to the 
amorphous zr bands occurring in both polymers at 1 170 em -1. 

Big and A, species 
These two species are inactive in the infra-red in both the V~, and C2, 

configurations of the terephthalate framework. 

B~ species 
The single mode belonging to this species, C - -H  out-of-ring-plane 

deformation (v1~) is infra-red active only on reduction to C2~ symmetry. 
It will exhibit perpendicular dichroism with respect to the plane of the 
benzene ring. In benzene and p-xylene the corresponding modes occur at 
849 and 811 cm -1 (Vl0a, Elg). Consequently, t h e  amorphous bands of 
unknown polarization at ~-~ 775 cm -~ are tentatively assigned to the mode 
in PET and PCHT. 

B3o species 
The four vibrations belonging to this species become infra-red active 

only on reduction to C~ symmetry. All are expected to exhibit perpendi- 
cular dichroism (pleochroism) with respect to the plane of the film, and all 
will be of amorphous origin, decreasing sharply in intensity upon crystal- 
lization. Since the crystallinity of amorphous material increases with biaxial 
orientation, the 'amorphous' modes corresponding to the B3o species of 
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Vh symmetry become progressively weaker upon orientation. Consequently 
the dichroism of such bands is exceedingly difficult to assess. 

The very weak band occurring only in amorphous PET and PCI-IT at 
~,  939 cm -1 is assigned to C - - H  out-of-plane deformation (v~d. In ben- 
zene and p-xylene the corresponding modes occur at 1 016 and 959 cm-k 
respectively. However, this band might also be due to a CH~ rocking 
mode, expected at this frequency, in the glycol or eyclohexanol residue. 

The weak amorphous bands at 680 cm -~ (believed to have o- polariza- 
tion) are assigned to ring C---C---42 out-of-plane bending (v~J. In benzene, 
p-xylene and terephthalic acid, the corresponding modes are believed to 
occur at 685, 697 and 685 cm -~ respectively. 

The ~ - O  ring-in-plane and ring-out-of-plane bending (or C : O  wagging 
and rocking) modes are known to occur in the range 650--690 cm -I in 
some a,fl-unsaturated esters ~°. The amorphous band at ~ 645 cm -~ is 
tentatively assigned to p~:o (v17) in PET and PCHT. 

Finally, the C---(~--O) out-of-ring-plane bending mode (v~8) has been 
assigned to the amorphous band at ,~, 295 cm -~ in both polymers. In 
p-xylene, 8 tc--<¢np±l (Bag) occurs at 313 cm -~, and in terephthalic acid, 
weak absorption at 295 cm -~ is also attributed to this vibration. 

Blu, B2u and Bs, species 
All the 'B' type species are infra-red active in both the Vh and C2, 

configurations of the terephthalate framework. However, since the latter 
configuration implies a departure from planaxity, this in turn will be 
associated with a loss of resonance of the C----C bonds and the intensities 
of many of the 'B~' vibrational modes will be expected to increase slightly 
upon crystallization, accompanied by a slight frequency shift. Since the 
bands originate essentially in the crystalline planar Vh configuration they 
are denoted as being of crystalline origin. The 'amorphous' bands of the 
Aa, B2g and B3, species would, of course, be almost completely absent 
from highly crystalline specimens. 

BI~ species 
The B~. wbrational modes in both PET and PCHT are expected to 

exhibit o- polarization with respect to the plane normal to the film. 
The 8 tc--(c=o)+c-n] out-of-ring-plane deformation mode (vaO is derived 
from (VlTB, E~,)in benzene, and will lie at an appreciably lower frequency 
than v17B, which occurs at 985 cm-k In p-xylene the vibration occurs 14 at 
800 cm -1. The strong tr absorption at 730 cm -1 in both polymers is conse- 
quently assigned to this vibration, which is believed to contribute the 
medium-strong absorption at ~, 730 cm -1 in all the model compounds 
studied. 

The other 8 tc~c=o)+c-al± mode (vu) in this species is derived from 
(/:11, A2u) in benzene (671 cm-)  and is expected at a very much lower fre- 
quency in para substituted derivatives. In p-xylene, the mode has been 
assigned 14 at 170 cm -~. Therefore the mode is assigned to the weak absorp- 
tion common to both polymers at 155 cm -1. The absorption of amorphous 
origin at 875 cm -I has been assigned 5 to v~ and the o- band at 730 cm -~ 
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to vo.~. Since va is expected to lie at a low frequency, from an examination 
of its normal form of vibration, it is unlikely that this mode in the para 
substituted ring could occur at a higher ,frequency than in the C _ ~  molecule 
(671 cm-~). In addition, no absorption at ,-~ 870 cm -1 was noted in PCHT. 
We therefore prefer to assign the amorphous o- band at 875 cm =~ in PET,  
which on deuteration ~ shifts to 820 cm -~, to pCH~ (v'~9, A). 

The ring-out-of-plane deformation mode, 8c~o.~ (v~) is derived from 
(v~B, E~) in benzene (400 cm -1) and is expected to occur at a similar 
frequency in the two polymers. Weak absorption of o- polarization at 
--~ 424 cm -1 is attributed to this mode. 

Finally, the pc=o mode (v~) is assigned to weak absorption in both P E T  
and P C H T  at 515 cm -1 by analogy with some ot,/~-unsaturated esters ~°. 

B2u species 
All the Bau modes derived from the benzene ring vibrations are expected 

to display ¢r polarization; the v~,c=o (vm) vibration will display o" dichroism. 
The latter mode is readily assigned to the intense o" absorption at --~ 1 720 
cm -1 in both polymers. The vibration gives rise to strong absorption in 
esters and carboxylic acids in the region 1 720-1 680 cm -1. 

The ~" absorption at ,-~ 3 060 cm -1 in  both polymers is assigned to the 
(v,oa) mode (v~) (which persists in most of the 'aromatic '  model com- 
pounds examined). In para dideuterobenzene the mode is found ~1' ~ at 3 060 
cm -1, and is derived from (v~oA, B~,,) in benzene at 3 046 cm-L 

Voc (vzr) is derived from (v:oA, E~) (1 485 cm -:) in benzene. The band 
shifts to ~ 1 415 cm -~ on deuteration 5 and so a 'mixed'  vibrational mode 
with some C H motion is indicated. In p-xylene the mode is believed to 
occur at 1 525 cm -1. The only suitable ~" absorption common to both 
polymers is at 1 498 cm -1. 

v~, ~ O~l[,is derived from (vIsA, El,,) in ~ (1 037 cm -~) and since the 
para substituents do not move in this vibration the mode is readily assigned 
to the medium-strong ~r absorption at 1 015 cm -~ in P E T  and P C H T  and 
related model compounds. 

The C--(C----O) asymmetric stretching mode (v~) is expected to occur 
at a considerably lower frequency than the corresponding mode in 
CxM6 [v~3, E~u (3 080 cm-~)] and to show some double bond character due 
to resonance within the terephthalate ,framework. I t  therefore lies midway 
between a pure vc-c (1000 cm -~) and vc=o (1 600 cm-~), i.e. ,~ 1 300 cm-k 
Of the 1r bands common to both polymers occurring in this region only 
the medium band of crystal origin at --~ 1 335 cm -~ is appropriate, since 
the common ~r band at 1 370 cm -x is of distinctly amorphous origin and 
the ~r bands at 1 266 and 1 402 cm -1 are known to be due to v ~ _  o and 
~coa respectively. The extent o,f the possible shift of the 1 335 cm -~ band, 
if due to co ~a~, upon deuteration of the glycol residue is not clear since 
any shift to shorter wavelengths corresponding to oJ cD2 Would be masked 
by the intense absorption at 1 266 cm -x, due to vllc_o. Even in the deuterated 
glycol derivative there is weak absorption at 1 340 cm -~ (ref. 7), and it is 
possible that oJ ~a~ and vc-(c=o~ are coincident. 

The medium ~- absorption at 970 cm -a in both polymers, which increases 
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slightly upon crystallization, may be due to ring in-plane deformation 
(v~). This band shifts very slightly upon deuteration of the glycol residue 
in P E T  r. The corresponding inactive mode in C_.~6 (vn, Blu) is believed to 
occur at 1 010 cm -1 and no significant shift is expected in the para 
substituted ring. 

B3u species 
The B3~ modes are expected to show o- polarization with respect to the 

drawing axis in the film plane, except for v,o=o (v~) which is expected to 
show ,r polarization. In v~oa (vat) and ~ o511 (v3,) which are derived from 
(v~B, E~u) and v~ (B~) respectively in Cd-/,, the para substituents do not 
move. vat is consequently expected to lie very close to v~0B in C6I-I6. The 
mode occurs at 3 080 cm -~ in both C_d-I6 and p-xylene. The o- absorption 
at --~ 3 090 cm -1 in P E T  and PCHT is therefore assigned to vat. The medium 
absorption at 1 170 cm -1 in PET  and PCHT is assigned to v~, ~Ga[l. In ~I-I6, 
the corresponding mode (v~s, B~,) occurs at 1 170 crn -x and in terephthalic 
acid ~9 at 1 180 cm -1. The 1 170 cm -~ absorption in both polymers is sur- 
rounded by a complex of" absorption bands and so its polarization is not 
well defined. An alternative assignment for this mode is that it is masked 
by the strong ~" absorigtion at N 1 100 cm -~ due to Vco-o~. Support for this 
assignment lies in the fact that terephthalic acid has weak absorption at 
1 110 crn -t which has been assigned ~9 to ~o~11 and this band could not be 
associated with V~o-ol. The mode in p-xylene is believed ~' to occur at 
1 100 cm -~. 

The assignments of the two ring modes, vn and v~ pose some difficulty. 
In benzene the corresponding modes are known to occur at 1 693 cm -~ 
[calculated value for vx4 (B~)] and 1 485 cm -~ (vxgB, E~). The latter occurs 
as a weak band in the infra-red. From the form of the normal vibrations 
the modes in the para substituted ring are expected to occur at similar 
frequencies to those in benzene. In  p-xylene, v~ occurs weakly at 1 450 
cm -1. The only o- absorption c o m m o n t o  both polymers in this region is 
at 1 460 cm -~ and this absorption is consequently assigned to voo. In tereph- 
thalic acid the mode is assigned at 1 458 cm -:. However, the absorption 
in the two polymers at --~ 1 460 cm -~ is also undoubtedly contributed to 
by 8o~ of the glycol fragment in PET, [in ethylene glycol 8cH~ (B)= 1 459 
cm -~] and by 8oa 2 in the 1,4-cyclohexane dimethanol fragment in PCHT 
(6~a = 1 452 cm~X). Since these 6oa~ modes are also expected to exhibit o" 
polarization the assignment of neither Voo (v~) nor ~ oa~ (B) can be made 
with certainty. 

The other ring mode (v~)corresponding to vx, (B~) in C_,,I-I6 is attributed 
to ,the 1 515 cm -~ band. (The calculated value of the inactive mode in 
benzene is 1 693 cm-~.) In terephthalic acid, a band at 1 510 cm -1 has been 
attributed to a ring stretching mode ~. In P E T  and PCHT common absorp- 
tion at 1 613 cm -~ and 1 515 cm -x was noted, all other common unassigned 
bands in the region 1 400-1 700 cm -x being of ~r polarization. The 1 613 
cm -~ band has already been assigned to v,o=o (Ao). 

v~6 involves only the in-ring-plane bending of the para substituent 
C---(~------O) group about thepa ra  axis and is expected to lie in the far infra- 
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red region. In p-xylene the mode has been assigned 1~ at 232 cm -1 and in 
terephthalic acid the mode is thought to occur at 225 or 240 cm -t. Conse- 
quently, the weak o- bands observed in the infra-red spectra of both polymers 
at ~ 235 cm -1 are assigned to 8 ~_co=o)tl. 

Finally, the ~r absorption in both polymers at ~ 630 cm -t is assigned 
to v~s, oJc=o. In acrylic and methacrylic esters 2° ¢oc_-o occurs at ,~ 650 cm -x. 
The assignment of the 630 cm -a band as a combination tone s is rejected 
since the absorption persists in all the terephthalate model compounds 
studied, and in isophthalates the band appears to shift to 656 em -1, and 
is not shifted significantly on ring deuteration. 

T H E  N O R M A L  M O D E S  O F  V I B R A T I O N  O F  T H E  

F R A G M E N T  [--O--CH~CH2---O---] 
In predicting the spectrum of the glycol residue it will be assumed that 
in highly oriented crystalline PET a tram configuration is predominant, 
and in amorphous regions both trans and gauche configurations exist. Pre- 
vious spectral measurements on PET can indeed only be satisfactorily 
explained on the basis of such a rotational isomerism 1-4. Comparison of the 
spectra of PET with PCHT clearly show that many bands in PET not found 
in PCHT, and therefore likely to be due to the glycol residue, are of 
definite crystalline or amorphous origin. A normal coordinate analysis of 
the fragment [----C---O---C~2CHz---O C--] in PET for both trans and 
gauche configurations ~ has produced a set of frequency values for the 
normal modes of each symmetry type consistent with the spectral results 
for the 'glycol' bands obtained for amorphous and crystalline PET in this 
investigation. 

'Trans' configuration 
The glycol fragment of trans configuration will possess the symmetry 

C~ and will contribute (3N-6) or 18 normal modes of vibration which, 
according to Table 3, will divide as follows: 

5Ag + 4Bo + 4A. + 5B. 

where tho Ao and Bg species are Raman active, and ,the A, and Bu species 
are infra-red active. The numbering and approximate description of the 
18 normal modes is given in Table 11. 

'Gauche' configuration 
The gauche fragment, believed to exist predominantly in amorphous 

regions of PET, will possess the symmetry C~ and, according to Table 4, 
the 18 normal modes will then divide as follows: 

IOA + 8B 

where both the A and B species are active in the Raman and infra-red 
effects. The correlations between the corresponding modes of the Csh and 
C2 symmetry species is given in Table 11 together with a description of the 
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approximate modes of vibration involved. Due to the different twofold 
rotation axes in the C2~ and C2 symmetry forms there is a 'mixed' correla- 
tion between the species of each symmetry. In addition, the CCO out-of- 
plane bending mode v~ (An) in the trans form becomes a non-genuine 
vibration (rotation) in the gauche form, whilst the CL-Z) in-plane bending 
mode [v'49 (B)] in the gauche form becomes a non-genuine vibration (rota- 
tion) in the trans form. These 'non-genuine' vibrations 8 oCOll (tram) and 
8oco± (gauche), become the hindered skeletal torsional modes about the 

II 
O---CH2 bond (~-CZ)C-~, which are the modes v59 (A,) and v's9 (B) in the 
trans and gauche configurations of the polyester, respectively. All other 
modes of vibration in the C2h isomer are found to be of similar origin to 
those in the C~ isomer. 

The numbering of the normal vibrations in the glycol residue in Table 11 
is therefore based on the grouping of the normal modes in the C2~ con- 
figuration (unprimed frequencies). The modes of the C2 configuration, 
corresponding approximately in motion to those in the C2h form, are primed. 
The frequency notation of the glycol residue follows on that of the tereph- 
thalate framework. Consequently the 18 'glycol' modes in the polymer 
repeat unit are numbered vsr--v54 for the trans configuration and v'sr-v'~ 
for the gauche configuration. 

The origin of the so-called 'c .rystalline' and 'amorphous' bands due to 
rotational isomerism of the glycol fragment is now apparent. The Aa and 
Bg modes of the trans C27~ form will be inactive in the infra-red and there- 
fore absent from highly crystalline specimens. However, the corresponding 
A and B modes of the gauche C2 form will appear strongly in amorphous 
regions of the polymer due to the change in selection rules. In PET speci- 
mens of low crystallinity the infra-red spectrum will be complicated by 
the presence of the active A~ and B~ crystalline trans modes and by the 
corresponding active A and B modes of the gauche form which are expected 
.to display significant frequency shifts from the corresponding trans modes. 

A S S I G N M E N T  O F  T H E  N O R M A L  M O D E S  O F  T H E  F R A G M E N T  

[---O--CH~-C-'H~---<~] 
The results of Sawodny et al. ~ show no evidence for the existence of C2h 
symmetry in ethylene glycol, since almost all Roman lines have infra-red 
counterparts which is contrary to the mutual exclusion rule applicable to 
C~,~ symmetry. Consequently their assignments are based on a C~ model in 
consonance with Kanbayashi and Nakuda ~5 who studied the solvent and 
temperature dependence of the vibrational bands of ethylene glycol and 
concluded that only the gauche configuration is present in all states of the 
compound. The calculation of the vibrational frequencies of the tram and 
gauche configurations of the glycol fragment in PET ~ is also of interest. 
In the analysis a set of force constants was used which was obtained from 
the spectral data for low molecular weight compounds. The results of the 
analysis are summarized in Table 11 together with the observed values. 
As the spectrum analysis of the previous section indicated, the calculated 
frequencies for the corresponding vibrational modes in the C2~ (trans) and 
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C~ (gauche) configurations differ significantly. Also summarized in Table 11 
are the assignments for the gauche ~thylene glycol molecule, included for 
comparison. The overall agreement between observed and calculated 
frequencies is satisfactory. 

CH~ modes 
The assignments of the CH~ modes in the glycol residue have already 

been discussed in some detail by previous workers, and are summarized 
along with the calculated values ~ in Table 11. (3onsequenfly the discussion 
will be limited to ,the assignments of the CH2 twisting and rocking modes. 

CH~ twisting modes--The CH2 twisting vibrations are expected to be 
weak and t a l i e  at slightly lower frequencies than the CH~ wagging modes. 
Due to the forms of these vibrations, their dichroism is nat expected to be 
of any aid in their identification. 

A thorough examination of the spectral data reveals that no definite 
assignments can be made for any of the CH2 twisting modes. In the trans 
crystal spectrum a band due to ~-oa 2 [v4~ (A0] is predicted at 1 108 cm -1 
but is most probably completely masked by the intense absorption at 1 100 
cm -'1, due to ZZ~o__o. Likewise the 'amorphous' ~-oH~ modes predicted at 
1 258 [v'• (B)] and 1 047 cm -1 [v'~a (A)] are probably masked by the strong 
absorptions at 1 266 cm -1 and 1 041 cm -1 which are due to skeletal 

II 
- - C - - O - -  stretching and Vsc--o [v'~0 (A)] respectively. 

CH~ rocking modes--Due ,to the uncertainty in the spatial orientation of 
the ---OCH~CH~O~ grouping with respect to the fibre axis in oriented PET 
the dichroisms of the rocking modes are especially difficult to predict; they 
may well be different in the C2~ and C~ configurations. Absorption due to 
CH~ rocking in short-chain hydrocarbons is expected in the region of 800 
cm -1. However, the out-of-phase CH2 rocking frequency in the C~ form, 
v ' ,  (B) is calculated ~ to be at 973 cm -1. In ethylene glycol absorption at 
1 061 cm -~ has been attributed to this mode ~. We have failed to observe 
absorption appropriate ,to, such an 'amorphous' rocking mode v',, (B) in 
the region of 1 060 or 970 cm -x and conclude that the absorption is weak 
and probably masked by other strong absorptions in these regions. A very 
weak band is observed only in amorphous PET at 939 cm -~ but is too low 
to be consistent with the predicted frequency, and with that observed in 
ethylene glycol. 

The in-phase CH~ rocking mode v48, is expected to be more intense and 
to occur at a lower frequency than pa~oxt 2. (v'44), the amorphous ~-band at 
893 cm -~ is assigned to p~ [v'~s (A)] and compares favourably with the cal- 
culated value of 892 cm -x and the corresponding mode observed in ~thylene 
glycol ~ at 887 cm -1. The strong crystal 1r band at 852 cm -~ is assigned to 
the A~ trans rocking mode (v,). The predi, cted frequency for this vibration 
is 900 cm -~. This band disappears completely in the spectrum of the molten 
polymer s . 

It  has been suggested ~ that in poly(ethylene glycol) the strong bands 
occurring at 1 470 cm -~ (8oa~), 1 344 cm -~ (tooa~) and 844 cm -~ (Poa~) are 
associated with a gauche configuration of the --OCH~CH~O-- group. These 
results are in contrast wi th  those obtained ~ for H ~ z C H z - - - O H  and 
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DO CH2CH~--OD in which the strong absorptions associated with their 
gauche configurations ~ occur at 1 459 cm -1 (8ox), 1 370 cm -1 (tooH), and 
887 cm -~ (Pca)- These bands appear only weakly in the spectrum of 
poly(ethylene glycol). The correlations between the spectra of poly(ethylene 
glycol) and crystalline PET have been made the basis of a possible gauche 
configuration for the ethylene glycol residue in the latter 6, thus explaining 
the observed polarizations of the V,cx~ and Va~ca 2 modes, which are oppo- 
site to those predicted on the basis of Bunn's essentially planar PET 
structure u. However, it is likely that in the PET crystal the single molecule 
contained in the triclinic cell will be potentially centrosymmetric ~, thus 
favouring a trans configuration of the glycol residue. The unexpected 
dichroisms of v,oxa and v~,oa 2 must then arise due to rotation about the 
O----CH2 and phenylene--c, arbonyl bonds additional to that implied by the 
PET crystal structure analysis ~, and in such a way that the centre of sym- 
metry of the unit cell is preserved. 

S K E L E T A L  MODES 
--C--4)--- stretching modes 

Absorption due to stretching of the C---O bonds generally occurs in 
the region 1 000-1 300 cm -1. In esters C--4) bond stretching which is 
relatively unaffected by resonance absorbs near 1 100 cm -1, whilst the 

II 
'stiffer' ~ bond stretching frequency is raised to ~, 1 300 cm -~ 
due to resonance. The strong infra-red absorption of ~r polarization in 
PET at 1 266, 1 120, 1 100 and 1 041 cm -1 is consequently attributed to 
C---O bond stretching in ,the glycol-ester linkage. The very intense 1 266 
cm -~ band is attributed to ----C--O--- bond stretching (vs0). Tadokoro s has 
observed that the intensity of the 1 041 cm -1 band is considerably diminished 
in the spectrum of molten PET. 

The intense 7r band at 1 100 cm -x is partly attributed to V~c-o (B) [v'~] 
in the gauche configuration. This band was designated 5 as of amorphous 
origin but no significant decrease in intensity With increasing crystalliza- 
tion was detected. This band is predicted ~ to occur at 1 096 cm -1. In 
ethylene glycol the mode is assigned ~ to strong absorption at 1 087 cm -~. 
No other absorption was observed in this region in ethylene glycol. 

The assignment of the two bands at 1 100 and 1 120 cm -~ in PET to the 
proposed C2h and C2 configurations of the glycol fragment does not then 
in this instance imply that they are due entirely to a difference in configura- 
tion between the two methylene groups between the two symmetry forms 
but rather to the relative change in configuration of each symmetry form 
with respect to the terephthalate framework. This could be brought about 

II 
by rotation of each glycol fragment about the ~ z - - -  and ---C--O 
bonds. This hypothesis is borne out by the appearance 'of ,the two similar 
bands in PCHT which could not arise as a result of rotational isomerism 
of adjacent methylene groups. The other vibratioaas primarily affected by 

II II 
such rotation would be the in-plane and out-of-plane - -C---O--C-- ,  C C ~  
and - - O - - C - - C  deformation modes. These will be considered shortly. 
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The CH2 vibrations in 'the glycol residue, although unaffected in frequency 
by such rotation about the O---CH2 bonds, due to negligible coupling effects, 
would undergo a change in orientation with respect to the fibre axis and 
hence a change in dichroism. This might be a possible explanation of the 
inconsistencies observed in the polarization of many of the CH~ modes 
from those predicted for the 'rigid' crystalline model of Bunn et al., which 
structure may be in error with respect to the orientation of the CI-I~ groups. 
The location 'of ,these carbon atoms was the least reliable part of their 
structure determination 1~. Such rotation occurs in other polymers as is 
shown by the large rotation about the O----CH~ bond observed in 
poly(ethylene adipate) ~' ~. 

The absorption of amorphous origin at 1 041 cm -~ is attributed to 
in-phase V~o-o [u'~ (A)]. In ethylene glycol the mode is assigned a at 1 038 
cm-L The marked disagreement between the observed (1 041 cm -~) and 
calculated (1 270 cm -~) frequency values probably arises because in the 
calculation the interaction between the atoms at the end of the glycol 
fragment and the rest of the chain was ignored ~. Also, the calculation does 
not take into account tile proposed rotation about the --OCH2 and 
--C---4)-- bonds, which would have a significant effect on 9,0--0, V~c-o, 
6cco± and 8cco11. 

C----C stretching 
The C- -C  stretching vibration in the glycol fragment is expected to 

show ~- polarization in the region 900-1 000 em -I, where it is known to 
occur in short-chain aliphatic ketones and aldehydes. The only band that 
can be reasonably assigned to Vco in ethylene glycol u is a medium band at 
864 cm-L Consequently the amorphous band at 869 cm -1 in PET is assigned 
to voc [vq~ (A)]. The corresponding trans band v,1 (Ag) is forbidden by the 
selection rules for C~h symmetry. The predicted frequency u for 90o (A) is 
1 171 cm -~, which is cleaddy far from agreement with the assigned frequency, 
869 cm-L In spite of this the assignment of vco (A) to 869 cm -1 is preferred 
since no corresponding absorption of the appropriate polarization or amor- 
phous origin was detected in PCHT. Absorption was, however, noted in 
PET and PCHT a.t N 1 175 cm -1, and is attributed to 8 coil in the tereph- 
thalate framework. No absorption in the region of 1 170 cm -~ was observed 
in ethylene glycol. It is felt that the calculated value for vcc (v4x) in PET is 
too high due to neglect of significant skeletal interaction terms in the poten- 
tial function, and to neglect of the rotation about the --OCH~. and C---O 
bonds. The overall agreement between ,the observed and calculated CH2 
modes is, however, satisfactory. Little coupling is, of course, expected 
between the CH2 modes and the chain skeleton outside the glycol fragment, 

CCO bending modes 
The two in-plane CCO bending modes in ethylene glycol have been 

assigned ~ at 478 cm -1 (A) and 352 crn-; 1 (B) respectively. Ciansequently in 
PET the ¢r band at 434 cm -1 is assigned to 8OOOlt, v'~ (A) and the broad tr  
band (of definite amorphous origin) at 345 cm -~ is assigned to 8CCOl I, 
:[V'49 (B)]. The predicted values of the corresponding modes in the gauche 
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glycol ,fragment [v's4 (,4) and v'o (B).] are 425. cm -z (~') and 340 cm -z (or) 
respectively (the assumption being made that .the latter vibrations are not 
greatly affected by the neglect of skeletal interaction terms). 

The mode corresponding to ~CCOll in the trans crystal configuration (vst) 
is predicte& ° to occur at 500 cm -1 (~-). ffhe only band which can be reason- 
ably assigned to this mode in PET is the 'crystal' ~" band at 504 cm-L 

The ~coo_t bending mode '[v~9 A,] peculiar to the trans configuration is 
tentatively assigned to ,the weaker ~- band at 306 cm -z. Similar absorption 
at 313 cm -1 is observed in 1,6-hexanediol dibenzoate. 

We have not been able to detect the absorption due to torsion about the 
bond in ethylene glycol, but expect it to lie in the region of 250 cm-L 

T H E  ' I N T E R N A L '  S T R E T C H I N G ,  D E F O R M A T I O N  A N D  

T O R S I O N A L  M O D E S  O F  T H E  C H A I N  S K E L E T O N  
The PET repeat unit will possess (3N-4) ,  i.e. 62, fundamental modes of 
vibration. The terephthalate ring framework - -OC.  ~ .  CO--  contributes 
36 normal vibrations (+ 6 non-genuine vibrations) and the ethylene glycol 
fragment --O---CHr--CHr---O-- contributes 18 normal vibrations (+ 6 non- 
genuine vibrations). Consequently, of the 12 'null' modes predicted for the 
two 'discrete' fragments (62-54), i.e. eight of these vibrations will become 
internal skeletal modes when the two fragments join to form the repeat 
unit. These internal skeletal modes will result in a skeletal stretching vibra- 

Ir 
tion involving essentially stretching of the --O---C--  bond, Vco I/o~, four 

II [[ 
'chain bending' modes involving essentially - - C - - O - - C  and C- -C- -O in- 

II II 
plane bending and - - C - - O - - C  and ---C--C--O out-of-plane bending, and 
three skeletal torsional modes. The latter will arise due to rotation about 
the three bonds. 

0 CH z 0 

/ @oc\ 
CH2 

II II II 
and these are designated rCCOC, ~-CODC, and r(CrH4)CO respectively. 

The symmetries of these normal skeletal modes must be considered 
under the appropriate factor group or unit cell group which, for the trans 
configuration of the glycol fragment and the planar terephthalate frame- 
work on the basis of Bunn's structure 11, will be Ci. For the gauche configura- 
tion of the glycol fragment, taken in conjunction with the non-planar 
terephthalate framework, the unit cell group in PET Will be C2 [G(y)]. 

It shouM be noted that the exact forms of the skeletal vibrations are not 
known, but in the trans C~ form they can be designated as being either 
symmetric (Ag) O r antisymmetric (A,) with respect to the appropriate centre 
of inversion; for the gauche form of C~ symmetry they may be symmetric 
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(A) or antisymmetric (B) with respect to the (72 (y) axis (Table 12). The y 
axis is taken to be the axis perpendicular to the chain axis in the plane 
of the benzene ring. 

In this manner, the eight internal skeletal vibrations are found to divide, 
under the C~ unit cell group, as follows: 

5Ao+3A~ 

the A, modes being Raman active and the A, modes infra-red active. 
Similarly, under the C~ unit cell group, the eight internal skeletal modes 

will divide as follows: 

2A +6B 

where the A and B modes are both Raman and infra-red active. The 
correlations between the corresponding modes of the postulated C~ and C~ 
symmetry forms are given in Table 12, together with approximate descrip- 
tions of the motions involved. It is reasonable to predict that significant 
differences will occur between absorption frequencies of the corresponding 
vibrations in the two proposed configurations, since the 'equilibrium' 
spatial orientation of the glycol fragment in the C~ form with respect to the 
terephthalate framework will be quite differellt to that in the C~ form. This 
effect will be brought about by the additional 'rigid' rotation of the trans 
and gauche glycol fragments about the O---CH2 and --C--O---  bonds in 
the respective symmetry forms. Consequently, it ought to be possible to 
observe frequency shifts in all the internal skeletal modes due to the different 
molecular environments, and to steric hindrance, which should affect the 
torsional modes. 

Although all the Ao skeletal modes of the C~ unit cell group symmetry 
are theoretically infra-red inactive, they are expected to show weak infra- 
red activity. This would come about when any two equivalent fragments or 
groups in the polymer repeat unit are no longer strictly related by a centre 
of symmetry. The factor or unit cell group gives only an indication o~ the 
activity of the internal skeletal modes in a highly ordered crystal. It is 
probably the local symmetry of the fragment undergoing the vibration that 
governs the infra-red activity s and even in a highly ordered PET crystal 
it is probable that, with such a complex molecular geometry, rotation about 
the O--CH~ and C - - O  bonds, together with crystal field effects, will invali- 
date the selection rules. 

tl 
- ~ - - - O - - - -  S K E L E T A L  S T R E T C H I N G  MOD,  E S  

II 
In most esters the - - C - - O - -  bond stretching mode absorbs strongly in the 
infra-red in the region of 1 300 cm -1. Consequently, the  intense ~- absorp- 
tion at 1 266 cm -1 is attributed ,to v ~c-o) in PET. This band does increase 
slightly in intensity in heat-treated samples and is thought to have some 

II 
crystal origin. According to Table 12 two infra-red active C--O stretching 
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modes are predicted for the two postulated configurations of PET---one of 
definite crystal origin (C~ form) and the other of amorphous origin (C2 
form). Both modes are expected to display parallel dichroism. The 'shoul- 
der' band at 1 248 cm -~, which shows ~" polarization, is found to diminish 
in intensity upon drawing and heat treatment. 

Values of 1 325 (lr) and 1 270 (Tr) have been calculated for vUc_ o (trans) 
and vile_ o (gauche) respectively ~8 in the PET glycol fragment. In tereph- 
thalic acid V~_o occurs at 1 282 cm -~. The infra-red absorption s at 1 266 
cm -~ (c, w) and 1 248 cm -~ (a, ~') are therefore assigned to v60 (A~) and 
v'60 (B), for the C~ and C~ configurations, respectively. 

If II 
A S S I G N M E N T  O F  T H E  ~ A N D  C O C  ' I N T E R N A L '  

S K E L E T A L  D E F O R M A T I O N  M O D E S  
According to Table 12 there are four internal skeletal deformation modes 
expected for the trans and gauche configurations of the PET repeat unit. 
These are designated 81clooll,.8~oe[i, 81~0o±, and 8~oo±, where [] and _1_ denote 
deformations occurring essentially in the plane of the benzene ring, and out 
of the benzene ring plane respectively, in fully oriented, extended polymer. 

Ir 
Since the configuration of the CO(3 linkage in both forms will be quite 
different, the frequencies of the corresponding modes in each form are 
expected to differ significantly. 

Since ,the exact form of these normal vibrations is not known it is diffi- 
cult to make definite assignments or to predict the infra-red dichroism for 
these vibrations. It might be expected that such vibrational modes would 
exhibit o" polarization but since ,the forms of these vibrations are sensi- 
tive functions of the masses 5, for certain mass distributions the modes will 
exhibit ¢r polarization, as in CH3CX)C~ .7. 

The 81~o o ± mode is calculated to be at 330 cm -1 (v61) in the trans poly- 
ester, and at 430 cm -1 (v'61) in the gauche ~3. A strong crystal band at 379 
cm -1 is accordingly assigned to v61 (Au, tram) and the weak amorphous band 
at 417 em -1 is attributed to v'61 (B, gauche). The 8c~o± (Au) mode is assigned 
to the ¢r band at 139 cm -t in highly crystalline PET. This band is almost 
totally absent from amorphous polymer. These assignments are consistent 
with the spectral behaviour of the 379 and 139 em -1 absorptions, since 
both v6~ and v6~ are expected to be infra-red active modes in the crystal, 
appearing much more strongly in the crys,tal than the 'in-plane' counter- 
parts of the Ag species which appear due to a breakdown in selection rules. 
In 1,6-hexanediol dibenzoate a medium crystal band at 136 cm -~ is attri- 
buted to 8Jo (v6~, A~ in PET). The gauche counterpart of v~, viz. v'62 is 
tetltatively assigned to the weak absorption of amorphous origin at 260- 
274 cm -~. 

The prediction ~ for 81cloell (v'~6, A) in the gauche configuration is 162 
cm -~. This mode therefore seems to be  the medium absorption of amor- 
phous origin at 190 cm -~. The trans counterpart (v~6, Ao) is believed to be 
the weak absorption observed only in the crystal at 177 cm -x. This absorp- 
tion was observed only in crystalline ethylene glycol terephthalate monomer 
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and highly crystalline samples of ethylene glycol dibenzoate and 
1,6-hexanediol dibenzoate. 

The remaining modes, 8c~o11, vs5 (A0) and v'55 (A) are expected to lie in 
the region 500-300 cm -~ and it is believed that the very weak crystal absorp- 
tion at 458/474 cm -1 and the weak ~- absorption of amorphous origin at 
~-, 290 crn -~ are probably attributable to these modes. Weak absorption 
does occur at these frequencies in most of the model compounds studied, 
including terephthalic acid. In the absence of a thorough coordinate analysis 
treatment of the terephthalate framework, however, the assignment of the 
8cco skeletal modes must remain tentative. Of the four skeletal deformation 
modes assigned in PET (eight frequencies in all) only one occurs at a similar 
frequency and exhibits the same polarization band as that occurring in 
PCHT, namely the band of crystal origin at 177 cm -~. The crystal origin 
of this band in PCHT is doubtful since its intensity scarcely varies upon 
crystallization and drawing. The far infra-red spectrum of PCFIT contains 
far fewer bands of definite crystal origin compared to the PET spectrum, 
thus lending support for the purported existence of the discrete trans and 
gauche forms in PET. 

S K E L E T A L  T O R S I O N A L  M O D E S  

Most of the infra-red absorptions in PET below 130 cm -1 are expected to 
be due to skeletal torsion vibrations which are the only fundamental modes 
in PET likely ,to lie at such low frequencies. According to Table 12 three 
torsional modes rto6a ~ oo,I rcc~oc and r~oc¢ are expected to appear in the far 
infra-red for each of the two proposed configurations of the polymer repeat 
unit. The three torsional modes of the 'C ;  form are infra-red active and are 
expected to have amorphous origin. The three ~" modes for the 'C/  form, 
although infra-red inactive under the factor group C,  may appear weakly 
in oriented, crystalline PET. 

The highest-frequency torsional vibration is expected to be that due to 
'hindered' rotation of the phenyl group about the chain axis, r U with 

- (C6H 4) CO 

the phenyl-carbonyl linkage as the rotation axis. The torsion about the 
phenyl-aldehyde bond in benzaldehyde has been assigned ~.~ at 111 em -1 
(vapour) or 133 cm -1 (liquid). In terephthalic acid, the lowest fundamental 
expected is the phenyl-carboxyl torsion and the absorption at ~ 110 cm -~ 
is consequently attributed to this mode. In monomeric and oligomeric ethy- 
lene glycol terephthalate similar absorption is observed at 115 cm -~, and 
in ethylene glycol dibenzoate the band shifts to 117 cm -~. In amorphous 
PET broad, weak absorption occurs at 117 cm -~, with a shoulder at --, 95 
cm -~. Upon drawing and subsequent crystallization by heat treatment the 
117 crn -1 absorption in PET decreases sharply in intensity and is just 
detected at 108 cm -1 (Tr) in uniaxially oriemed heat crystallized polymer, 
whilst the 95 cm -~ (70 band increases in intensity with increasing orienta- 
tion and crystallinity. It is therefore suggested that the 'crystal' band at 
95 cm -~ and the amorphous band at 117 cm -~ are due to the phenyl- 

b'" earboxyl torsions, ~- of the C~ (v57) and C2 (57) configurations in (C6H 4 GO, 

PET. In ethylene glycol dibenzoate absorption of 'crystal' origin was ob- 
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served at 93 cm -1, and in bis-/3 hydroxy ethyl terephthalate the absorption 
was noted at N 100 cm -1. In 1,6-hexanediol dibenzoate pronounced absorp- 
tion occurred at 123 and 87 cm -1. 

Further support for the above assignments for -r%~ ~o is the appearance 

of similar absorption of ¢r polarization at ~ 115 cm -1 in cis and trans 
PCHT. Similar absorption was observed in all the model compounds con- 
taining terephthalic acid and 1,4-cyclohexanedimethanol fragments. How- 
ever, the 'crystal' absorption at 93 cm -1 observed in PET was not present 

II 
in PCHT. Since the (C6I-I,)CO torsion is taking place about the fibre axis 
in highly uniaxially oriented PET, the observed polarization of the 117 
and 93 cm -1 bands in PET and the 115 cm -1 band in PCHT is not incon- 
sistent with Bunn's PET crystal structure n. 

The lowest torsional mode in PET is expected to be due to the 'hindered' 
rotation about the --O---CT-/r-- axis, r~6eo , which is known to occur appre- 
ciably in a number of related long-chain molecules n'~. An absorption in 
amorphous PET at N 30 cm -1 was so weak as to raise doubts whether it 
was genuine. However, a definite 'doubtlet' was observed in amorphous 
PET, the stronger component lying at 45 cm -~ and the weaker at 58 em -~. 
Upon drawing and heat-induced crystallization the 46 cm -~ Or) band 
virtually disappeared, but the 58 cm -x (o-) component slightly increased in 
i~tensity and shifted to ~ 62 cm -1 (Figure 1). This is explained on the 
basis of the postulated C~ and C~ configurations since corresponding 'crystal' 
and 'amorphous' components for ~'~oo~ are predicted for each configuration 
(Table 12). As previously explained these two torsional vibrations originate 
from the 'non-genuine' vibrations in the glycol fragment, arising from in- 
plane CCO bending of the glycol residue of trans configuration (v'49) and 
the out-of-plane CCO bending of the glycol fragment of gauche configura- 
tion (v40. Consequently, the 'crystal' and 'amorphous' absorptions at 62 
and 46 cm -1 are assigned to v59 (C0 and v'~9 (C2). The behaviour of these 
bands, and the higher frequency of the 'crystal' torsional mode would 
appear to confirm the presence of a greater hindrance ,to internal rotation 
of the trarts glycol fragment about the --O---CHr-- bond due to steric and 
crystal field effects. The assignment, if correct, would also confirm the 
relative ease with which such rotation could occur in both configurations, 
and thereby lend support for the occurrence of this rotation to be respon- 
sible for the disagreement in dichroism observed for the CH~ groups in the 
ethylene glycol fragment, from those predicted on the basis of Bunn's 
postulated structure z~ where such rotation is not taken into account. 

Since it is not known exactly to what extent the rotation about the 
fl 

- -O- -CHz- -  a n d - - C - - - ¢ - -  bonds 'additional' t o  that postulated in the 
Bunn structure occurs, the d i c h ~ s m  of the torsional modes ~'ooUoo and rloloo o 
for the postulated C~ and C2 configurations of PET cannot be predicted 
with certainty. However, on the basis of  the assignments just made for 
r~ooo, the 'crystal' C~ mode exhibits o" polarization and the 'amorphous' 
C2 mode zt polarization with respect to the fibre axis and the plane of the 
terephthalate framework. This would indicate a distinctly different spatial 
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orientation of the trans glycol fragment to that of the gauche form with 
respect to both the terephthalate framework and the fibre axis, lending 
further support for the existence of these two forms in PET. In ethylene 
glycol dibenzoate very weak absorption attributed to the T~ooc~ modes v59 
and v' in PET was observed at 59 and 48 cm -1. In 1,6-hexanediol diben- 59 
zoate absorption oocurred at 60, and 46 cm -1. Similar absorption displaying 
the same dichroism and intensity changes ~a crystallization was not 
observed in PC/IT. 

According to Table 12, one further skeletal torsional mode involving 
11 

hindered rotation of the glycol fragment about the ---C---O-- linkage is 
predicted. This mode is assigned to infra-red absorption at N 70 cm -~, the 
lowest absorption observed and as yet unaccounted for. Weak absorption 
was observed in the amorphous polymer at 68 cm -1 which hardly altered 
in intensity upon uniaxial drawing. After heat treatment the band weakened 
in intensity and displayed o- polarization. This torsional vibration corres- 
ponds to the 'free' rotation, R~, of species B~o of the discrete planar tereph- 
thalate framework about the y axis. In the polymer such rotation results 

II 
in hindered rotation about the (2---0 linkage. Since the latter would be 
infra-red inactive in the planar terephthalate framework (symmetry D2~) 
its appearance at ,~ 70 cm -1 in amorphous polymer would confirm the 
significant lowering of the terephthalate ring symmetry to Gv, in which 
symmetry the torsion is infra-red active. Its appearance in the spectrum 
of the oriented crystalline polymer is attributed to the presence of amor- 
phous polymer, known to be present in appreciable proportion in highly 
crystalline PET ~5, and not to lowering of the symmetry of the crystallites. 
Consequently, a 'doubtlet' is not expected here since vss is expected to be 
the infra-red active ~- mode of the species B2o of D~h symmetry, and v'ss, 
r Jo  c, is assigned to ~ 70 cm -~. 

Weak, broad absorption at ~ 70 cm -I was also observed in ethylene 
glycol terephthalate and ethylene glycol dibenzoate. Similar absorption at 
-~ 70 cm -~ of o- polarization was observed in PCHT. Such rotations of the 
terephthalate framework about the chain axis are expected to occur at 
similar frequencies in both polymers. 

A S S I G N M E N T  O F  O V E R T O N E  A N D  C O M B I N A T I O N  

B A N D S  I N  P E T  

Characteristic combination bands involving the out-of-plane CH bending 
vibr~ttions are known to give rise to weak infra-red bands in benzene TM and 
disubstituted benzene 17 and on this basis a number of bands in PET have 
been assigned as combination tones s'e. The bands at 633, 796, 898, 1 370 
and 1 410 cm -1, however, have been shown above to be fundamentals of 
the PET repeat unit. In a complex spectrum combination bands appearing 
weakly will be masked by .the stronger fundamentals and the weaker (Raman 
active) fundamentals will be overlapped by the characteristic 805± modes. 

The remaining combination and overtone assignments s are shown in 
Table 6. Assignments of combination tones have not been attempted for 
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bands in the region 2 800-2 000 cm -1 since many alternative assignments 
are possible. 

C R Y S T A L  F I E L D  E F F E C T S  A N D  T H E  E F F E C T S  O F  

D R A W I N G  ON T H E  S P E C T R U M  O F  P E T  

The results indicate that significant band shifts occur for most of the 
'B' type modes, the extent of the shift depending on the degree of orienta- 
tion and crystallization of the sample. There is expected to be a minor shift 
in frequency for a particular vibration due to the difference in molecular 
configuration between the Vh and C~ symmetry forms. The situation is 
complicated, however, by the influence in crystalline samples of strong 
crystal field effects. In oriented films of high crystallinity, spectral changes 
will arise due to changes in coupling of the crystal field. The very weak 
bands in PET occurring predominantly in highly oriented heat-crystaUized 
specimens at 3 185, 3 115, 2725, 2674, 2564, 2457, 2410, 2183, 2079, 
1 681, 584, 546, 474 and 458 cm -1 probably appear by this effect. 

Many bands not only shift in frequency but also change in intensity as a 
result of drawing PET and the origin of such bands is attributable to rota- 
tional isomerism of the glycol residue. Bands affected in this manner include 
those at 1 448, 1 377, 1 041,893, 852 and 504 cm -~. In addition, nearly all 
the bands assigned to the 'internal' skeletal vibrations in Table 12 are 
particularly affected by drawing, which is clearly seen in Figure 2. In 
general, those skeletal vibrations having a crystal origin are increased in 
intensity upon drawing and the intensities of the bands having amorphous 
origin are diminished. This effect is most probably due to a change in 
molecular configuration of the glycol residue from a gauche configuration 
in amorphous regions to a trans configuration in highly oriented polymer. 

The effects of cold-drawing an amorphous PET film on the low-frequency 
skeletal vibrations are different to those observed in cis- and trans-PCHT. 
In PET the bands corresponding to the 'crystal' band components of the 
tram~gauche 'doublets' (Table 12) intensify and the amorphous compo~ 
nents diminish upon drawing and the process is accelerated upon annealing 
of the sample. In cis- and trans-PCI-I, however, there is little change in 
intensity of the majority of these 'internal' skeletal modes upon drawing 
and annealing. The effect is further evidence for the trans--gauche isomerism 
in PET. However, the presence of the 74 cm -~ band in trans-PCHT, which 
is of definite crystal origin, is still unexplained. 

The frequency shifts and intensity changes brought about by drawing 
PET are less significant in the case of the terephthalate framework since 
the change in potential field of ~he Vn configuration on being lowered to 
C~ symmetry will almost certainly be less than in the C2h---->-C2 trans- 
formation of the ethylene glycol residue. 

D I S C U S S I O N  

The rigid crystalline model proposed by Bunn et al. n for PET is not wholly 
consistent with the spectrum of the highly crystalline polymer. Additional 

II 
rotation about the ---CH2----O--- and ---C---<)--- bonds occurs to that pre- 
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dieted in the above model but the space group P1 of the polymer repeat 
unit is still conserved. There appears to be more rotational hindrance about 

II 
the - - C ~ - - - O - -  and --C---O--- bonds in the crystal than in the amorphous 
polymer. The presence of the 'doublets' in the submillimetre infra-red 
spectra of the crystalline and amorphous material are evidence of the 
presence of the discrete trans and gauche isomeric configurations of the 
ethylene glycol fragment, respectively. 

The existence of the discrete trans and gauche configurations of the 
ethylene glycol residue is further supported by the presence of bands in 
the conventional and far infra-red regions which are characteristic of 
crystal and amorphous phases in PET and which are not present in the 
related polymers cis- and trans.PCS-1T. The frequencies.of these 'crystal' 
and 'amorphous' bands agree closely with those predicted for the ethylene 
glycol residue in PE'I ~3 on the basis of a normal coordinate calculation for 
the trarts and gauche configurations of the fragment, respectively. 

The spectra indicate that the terephthalate framework becomes increas- 
ingly distorted wi~h a diminishing crystal field, from a planar conjugated 
system of D~h symmetry in very highly crystalline polymer to a distorted 
C2~ framework in amorphous regions. Since amorphous polymer still con- 
tains a significant proportion of crystallites the 'crystal' bands associated 
with the trans glycol configuration and the planar terephthalate system still 
appear weakly in the spectra of amorphous PET. These 'crystal' bands 
disappear, however, in the molten polymer and in the melt of the associated 
model compounds s. 

Finally, the infra-red spectrum of PET can be successfully interpreted 
by considering only the local symmetries of the fragments making up the 
polymer repeat unit. The degree of crystallinity can be correlated with a 
planar terephthalate framework of D.,h symmetry and an ethylene glycol 
fragment of trans configuration of C~h symmetry whilst the amorphous 
content cart be correlated with a non-planar terephthalate skeleton of sym- 
metry of C2~ and a gauche configuration of the ethylene glycol fragment 
of C2 symmetry. 
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